
I JD K1a
Ionized Jet Deposition Source
I JD K1a is an advanced pulsed electron deposition source (PED) developed by Noivion for the
manufacturing of thin fi lm coatings. I JD generates in vacuum ultra-short electric discharges
that al low ablation of sol id materia ls and generation of highly ionized and energetic plasma.

APPLICATIONS

I JD excels in:

 Deposition of complex or chal lenging materia ls

 Low temperature and low thermal budget deposition

 Directional deposition

IJD works both in reactive or non-reactive mode and al low an efficient use of target
materia l . I s an ideal solution for single step deposition of complex compounds,
deposition of refractory metals, hard oxides, nitrides and carbides, protective coatings
on plastic and del icate substrates.

I JD can conveniently replace e-beam evaporators in many situations extending the
range of feasible materia ls, improving fi lm control , qual i ty and optimizing
dramatical ly materia l consumption.

I JD is a val id addition to laser ablation systems extending the range of
feasible materia ls or al ternative to PLD for low cost/high troughput
appl ications being a more compact, scalable and cost competitive
solution.

Feasible materia ls include: Nb, Ti , Mo, W, Cr, ZnO, ITO, ZrO2, Al2O3,
TiN , CrN, SiC, CdTe, CIGS, YBCO and more.

ADVANTAGES

 High plasma ionization and high ion energy

 Stoichiometry conservation

 High deposition rate

 Low-temperature, low heat process

 Large range of coating materia ls

 Reactive and non reactive mode

Works with any gas: Ar, O2, N2, air, . . .

Works in any orientation



ENERGY PARAMETERS

 Acceleration voltage: up to 25 kV

 Pulse repetition frequency: 1–30 Hz

 Pulse energy: up to 13J

 Discharge time: less than 100 ns

 Ablation spot: ~2mm

 Ablation beam energy density: 109 W/cm2

 Plasma beam diameter: ~50mm @70mm

 Power supply: 500W

CONTROL & INTERFACE

 Microprocessor control led

 Embedded touch HMI (no need for
external PC)

 Bus interfaces for system integration

MECHANICAL

 Mounting flanges: 1x CF63 + 1x CF40 or 2x
CF63

 Source-Target geometry: 90°

 Power and control box (PCM): Rack 6U,
depth 450 mm

OPTIONS

 Extended power supply and repetition
frequency range to 2kW, 200Hz
Customized high-power and high-
frequency systems for high-productivity
or industria l appl ications can be
manufactured according to customer
requirements.
The maximum repetition frequency

depends by power supply rating and by

pulse energy and can be tuned to

customer requirements

 Port al igner mounting for fine adjustement

 UHV construction for high-purity
processes

TECHNICAL DATA

compact CF40 flange mount

length made to measure to fit existing systems

length made to measure

to fit existing systems

user friendly touch interface
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